PROXIO SHOWCASE FOR DEVELOPERS

Tap into a Distributed Sales
Force That is Motivated to Sell
Your Developments.
Proxio’s easy-to-use, multilingual platform creates amazing
digital marketing, empowers agents to promote your projects,
and provides instantaneous analytics on everything. Use
Proxio to increase your sales power and generate more leads.

Control Your Branding
Your team controls the content so it’s
100% right, all the time. Changes are
instantly visible across the entire system,
ensuring accurate representation at all
times, in all places.

Get More Exposure
More exposure = more sales. Promote your
projects locally, regionally, and globally, and
tap a distributed sales force that is motivated to sell your developments, and give them
the tools to be successful.

Know What’s Working
provide insight, giving you a strategic business advantage.

agents are actively promoting your
generating the most interest.

Display Powerful Content
digital brochures are automatically created
from your listings inventory, and presented
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materials accommodate high-res photos,
3-D virtual tours, videos, and detailed
floor plans.

Proxio’s real estate sales platform facilitates a faster and more cost effective sales

Elegant, Yet Easy, Digital Marketing
of existing resources — high-resolution photos, 3-D virtual
tours, drone videos, detailed floor plans, amenities and feature

preferred language. This expands the pool of prospective

Global Agent Network for Greater Marketing Reach
Exposure for your properties is greatly increased by sharing them

Easy Update
If text or graphic elements need to be changed, no problem —
it’s accomplished instantly. This ensures that all property
every piece of content is digital, there is never a need to reprint

Full Control of All Property Information

time and money.
Deep Analytics for Market Visibility

shared property information is read-only. Web sites and

to enable easy, professional sharing.

For more information, please contact:
Jose Perez
EVP Global Sales
j.perez@proxio.com
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